Elimination of transient dendritic spines in ipsilaterally projecting retinal ganglion cells in rats with neonatal unilateral thalamotomy.
Using the DiI and intracellular Lucifer Yellow labeling techniques in the rat, we have demonstrated that the unilateral neonatal thalamotomy does not result in retention of transient dendritic spines of ipsilaterally projecting retinal ganglion cells (IPRGCs), although the thalamotomy is known to retain the normally transient IPRGCs (Chan et al., Dev. Brain Res., 49 (1989) 265-274). These results suggest that the process of elimination or retraction of transient dendritic spines occurs in retinal ganglion cells during development regardless of whether they make connections with appropriate or inappropriate loci in the visual targets, and/or a decrease in interactions with neighboring retinal ganglion cells.